
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

MEETING: Board of Trustees Meeting, March 17, 2014

TIME: 7:08 p.m. – 9:25 p.m.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Suzanne Perry, Becky Laster, Linda Sanders, Drew Hansen, Doyle Dobbins, 
Pat McGee

OTHERS PRESENT: Rev. Michelle Collins, Dale Megill, Steve Cohen

MEMBERS ABSENT: Rev. Josh Snyder Ostin Warren, Leslie Dickerson

Recording Secretary: Becky Laster    Process Observer: Linda  
Centering and Chalice Lighting: Linda
 

Agenda Review: Added setting the Annual Meeting date to the agenda

 

Investment Team Recommendation
 Report received from Barry Marrs.  Motion to change the allocation of Heritage and Capital Campaign 
funds in the VWF and UUCEF.  Discussion – history of socially responsible investing supports our 
Mission, Principal, Values and Ends.  Should we move away from this for the purpose of earning more 
money?  Did the investment committee look at other vehicles for investing other than the current 
funds?  These funds were researched extensively and investment team is not supposed to be looking for 
new funds to invest in – so they did not research new fund ideas.  We should trust the judgment of the 
committee we have appointed for this.  Some concern about the companies the other fund invests in – 
large corporate companies that do not have the best track record for being socially responsible.  Vote:  4 
in favor and 2 opposed.  We will ask the investment team to take a look at other more responsible 
investment options.  For now, though, the current strategy will change to the proposed new split that the 
Team recommended as outlined in their report. (Attachments C-1 and C-2. 

 

Treasurer's Report
See Steve’s write up.  Balance sheet is strong, stocks are doing great.  Good month but not a great 
month because expenses continue to be high.  No discussion.

 

Stewardship Campaign
 This is going very well – getting pledges in earlier than the past.  $430,000 has been raised.  It has 
been about 10 years since we have reached our goal.  Pledging well, responding to the campaign – 
seem to be hanging in there even with all the changes happening.  Same amount from same people – 
net gain is higher; we have a $13,000 gain at the moment.  None of our higher givers have gone away 
and this has really helped us!  Still need $70,000 – we will not get all of this because some we will 
never hear from all and often later pledges drop their level of giving.  May be net positive – possibly as 
much as $10,000. Could be great in terms of the budget. Would be great to have a conversation about 
what to do if we have more $ than we expected.  Brainstorm ideas about what to do with budget if there 
is more then we expect.  Be careful because expenses are going up and the three-year budget 
predictions were not great.  We might have an extra budget meeting in April prior to the April board 
meeting to discuss the possibilities if we have money in the budget.



 

In addition, it was noted that our Church is approaching $50,000 for the UUSC giving – this is 
something to celebrate!  Including coffee/chocolate sales.  Add this to the strategic planning report?  
Strengthened our connections to this plan.  Includes some stock gifts and other things that probably 
won’t happen next year.

 

Strategic Planning Committee Report
ET needs to take plan to the whole ET and also the program staff and provide feedback to Linda and 
Becky.

 

Strategic Plan Update – discussion of metrics.  We have learned more about the challenges of 
collecting data consistently, effectively, and efficiently.  The board thought it was too confusing to 
use 5-year trend data and suggested the plan should use metrics based on yearly goals for increase 
or decreased numbers.

 

Goal #1 – Grow our membership is basically staying the same –with revised metrics based on the 
current reality of our membership and a few edits to the specific strategies defined in this goal.  
Unfortunately, we have seen a large decrease in the certified membership this year.  A joint Board-
Membership team is going to look at this issue and try to figure out what is going on with our 
membership.  Both Suzanne Perry and Linda Sanders agreed to work on this initiative.  The losses 
seem to be due to avoidable losses because even though we are getting new members to join, the 
numbers of individuals who are choosing to forgo their membership is larger then those who are 
joining.  Do we need more strategies around asking members to invite friends to church?  For 
example, ministers should be saying this from the pulpit when there are special worships services 
planned like Big Music Sunday and Earth Day.  This may be more tactical then strategy, so do not 
have a specific strategy around this in the plan. 

 

One tension of the strategic plan is to have a plan that provides SMART goals, but does not get too 
tactical.  The tactics of how things get done has to be delegated to the ET to allow them the 
creativity and flexibility needed to achieve the strategies for the goals.  But it is also difficult to 
have SMART goals when the goals are “softer” rather then more concrete.  Are our strategies “too 
soft?”  For example, the new update for the plan proposes changing Goal #2 from increase 
volunteering to “Strengthen Member Engagement.”  Membership engagement is a difficult thing to 
measure and we may need to continue to look at this and define this to create a truly SMART goal 
regarding member engagement.  For now, the SP Team is placing in the plan some metrics about 
tracking numbers of people that attend and volunteer through the different events offered and 
sponsored by the church.  But we currently do not really have baseline numbers to be able to say we 
want to increase or decrease ‘engagement’ by a specific number or percentage.

 

Board members should read new plan carefully and get any feedback to Linda Sanders and Becky 
Laster.  At the April Board meeting, Linda and Becky will have a final version of the plan and will 
make a motion for the board to approve the new plan.  The SP Team is also getting input from the 
congregation at a chat during coffee hour and by publishing the plan in the E-news and asking for 



feedback through e-mail.

 

Statement for the Annual Report
 Lovely statement for the Annual Report – will insert UU in front of one of the faiths!

 

Hospitality Table – March 22nd

Do we want to have an agenda – or something we can achieve – awareness of nominating committee

      Current state of progress on ministerial transition

      Should we create some signs?

 

Annual Meeting – 3rd Sunday in May, 17 at 12:00 noon. Board members are expected to participate in 
staging the annual meeting. Please plan to attend. 

 

February Minutes
Correct Date of meeting – it was February 23. 

Strategic Plan discussion at the end:

Instead of “This year’s goals were not met due to the changes introduced by the current SP.”, the 
minutes should read “The SP may have been overly optimistic by setting new goals, and expecting 
BOTH implementation and ALSO achievement towards the goals.  The new ongoing SP Team is 
currently working to revise expected achievement of goals based on the current reality."

BETL #4 – Instead of the statement “Ostin will take on the Summary of Ends Reports needed for this 
report.”

It should read, “Ostin will take on BETL #4, Section 5 - Annual Review of ET performance. He will 
summarize the board’s monitoring of ET’s performance for the year based on the monitoring reports 
that have been submitted throughout the year.” 

Voted on and unanimously passed with the changes requested above.

 

Dismantling New Jim Crow: Position Statements for Board Action
 Doing this to have a “position of record” about the policy issues. Executive Limitation 8.11.

This is a Mission Statement for the Coalition, not really a position statement.  Suzanne will ask Paula 
Maiorano to re-work this to be more like a position statement. Concern re setting a precedent of board 
endorsing church program vs. a position on an issue. 

Board would like to see a broader position statement about racial justice specific to our UU values, 
similar to gun violence position statement endorsed by the board last month. Advantage of endorsing a 
UUA-GA position statement is that it has been closely examined and defined.  Perhaps we want to limit 
the position statements we adopt as a church to those that the UUA accepts at GA. Is there a UUA 
statement about racial justice?  Linda sent us a link to some language on the UUA web-site.

 



BETL #5 Monitoring Report – Ministerial Compensation
Reports compliance. Language in the policy assumes changes in the minister’s compensation will 
always be positive, but this is not the reality. So language should be more neutral. The Process Team is 
looking at revising this language. Motioned, second, unanimously approved. 

 

End #4
General discussion of report.  Measuring wonder and joy is difficult.  This is a very subjective End.

 

Executive Team Incidental Report 
Worship and program calendar starts at Ingathering in September.  Scott does more than just music at 
the church, for example, he is planning the services for the summer.

We have a new building supervisor!  Starts at the end of March.

Low numbers end of February are due to the weather.

New social media initiative is great!

Last Big Music Sunday –  Yesterday attendance was 246 In comparison to other big Music Sundays – 
this is actually low.  274 last April; Mozart was 308

Is there a Book on Shared Ministry?  Yes. Board members are encouraged to go to UUA web-site and 
search for shared ministry articles and books in preparation for the intentional transition ahead.

Earth Day plans are coming together.  Should be a great service!  Plan to invite friends to this one! 

Youth Center repair is scheduled for a week from today – weather permitting.

 

Process Review
 Grade of B- for sticking to the agenda 

Grade of A for flexibility and ending early

 

Closing Words
- Adjournment at 9:25


